HISPANIC CONVERGENCE:
Gathering and Aligning for a Glory Explosion!
November 14-15, 2014

Did you know that the church is growing faster among Latino-Americans than in any other
ethnic group? This is significant, because Latino Christian leadership is already influential in
our nation, and its influence will continue to soar in the future. As Peter Wagner shares, “Esfera
Latina is an offshoot of Global Spheres, Inc., a network established to provide apostolicprophetic alignment for Christian workers,” led by Peter and me. This network focuses on the
Latino Christian community. Peter goes on to say, “Esfera Latina provides leaders an
opportunity to secure biblical alignment and to connect with peers from all over the United
States to pray together and strategize for advancing the kingdom of God in our nation.”
In this year of the whirlwind, we want to hear the sound of the whirlwind of Heaven released
into every people and nation. One of the most vibrant sounds of God’s glory resides within the

Hispanic community. Our desire is to see this sound unlocked and a glory explosion to occur
within the Spanish-speaking world, bringing revival to all cultures and nations.
Join us on November 14-15 at the Global Spheres Center in Corinth, Texas for a breakthrough
gathering for Latinos. Peter Wagner, Gerardo Ortega, Fernando Guillen and Paco Garcia will
all be sharing revelation and imparting vision for Latinos, to rise to their next level of Kingdom
expression and leadership. James Vincent will be leading a Spanish worship team. He is also
working on a new Spanish worship CD, to be released at this gathering. This will be an
explosive gathering, so join us in crying out for a GLORY explosion amongst the Hispanic
community.
There is NO COST to attend, but we do ask everyone to register. We will begin on the evening
of Friday, November 14, at 7:00 PM and meet Saturday morning and afternoon. Go to
www.gloryofzion.org or call 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231 to sign up today. If you need a
headset for English translation, you can denote that request when registering. Webcasters will
register, when signing on to the live webcast.
On September 12, 2014, the Spirit of God led me to prophesy:
"This is a time of divine replacement, so that I can create the sound of victory and cause the field
to rejoice. I am causing some to vacate and others to be positioned. The divine replacement has
begun. I am moving people. My 'people mover in the earth' has been activated. This is a time that
MY chess game is beginning and I am strategizing over the harvest fields, in the earth realm. I
am releasing strategy and moving My pieces in place. The winning move is at hand. Be a part of
this divine replacement that I have created in the earth. I will now set positions in places. Let My
Spirit come down on you. I am anointing you with favor to move into markets and ministries."
This impacted Gerardo Ortega, one of our invited ministers, to share:
“I believe that the Lord has reserved the best wine for the last season. Nonetheless, new wine
skins are required to hold the new wine. My expectation for Convergencia Hispana and Esfera
Latina is to create the possibility and the opportunity to equip the Hispanic ministries with the
necessary tools. The correct implementation of these tools will generate a change in the
wineskin, producing a new identity in the Hispanic community so it can be ready for the
outpouring of the new wine.
“This is an extraordinary time; God is deploying His powerful army. But we Hispanics need to
mobilize ourselves according to His plan and His purpose, leaving the old behind and moving
forward to the new. This is a time of new strategies, a time to be established in the present
truth. This conference is the opportunity and the moment, to be aligned, restored, equipped,
imparted and consequently bringing us to see God’s plan and being able to walk in it.”
If you know of Hispanic churches or ministries in your area, please forward this email to them
and encourage them to attend! There is no cost to attend, so have them visit
www.gloryofzion.org to register today!

Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

Key GZI Resources Available in Spanish!
Time to Defeat the Devil ($13)

Redeeming the Time ($13)

Interpreting the Times ($13)

The Worship Warrior ($12)

Possessing Your Inheritance ($10)

Protecting Your Home from Spiritual Darkness ($9)

God’s Now Time for Your Life ($12)

When God Speaks ($10)

Set Yourself Free ($9)

These and many other resources are available by going to www.gloryofzion.org or by calling
(888) 965-1099 or (940) 382-7231.

